
Karen Spencer 
 
67 Langsford Street, Gloucester MA 01930 
h: 978.283.4606 ✧ KFSpencer@Comcast.net  

Sept 7, 2016

Dear Dr. Jackman, 

I am writing in regards to the May 1, 2016 thesis Pro-fluoridation Efforts in a Changing 
Environment: Pro-active and Reactive Tactics of State Oral Health Coalitions by Victoria Chase, 
Fluoridation Coordinator for the Better Oral Health for Massachusetts Coalition (BOHMAC). I 
respectfully request this letter be attached to that thesis published on Digital Commons as a 
comment in order to address thesis bias, factual mistakes and omissions. I am including a few 
resources in the end notes and attachments to document the content of my commentary.

First, the term “Agnotology” used in the thesis is quite appropriate as it refers to a group 
tendency to ignore, censor or delay knowledge due to bias. Ms. Chase assumes that the public 
displays a cultural bias based on ignorance and skepticism consistent with agnotology. 
However, agnotology also includes governmental and industry suppression of facts and media 
neglect both resulting from “confirmation bias.” “Suppression of dissent” is another term used by 
social scientists to describe the phenomena where organizations with power dismiss, deny, or 
denigrate science that does not fit an agenda and in so doing create a polarized environment 
inhospitable to transparency, social dialogue and scientific inquiry. “Astroturfing” describes the 
efforts of advocacy groups to promote bias through manipulation of media. A 2016 report 
published in the Journal of Risk Research by Gesser-Edelsburg et al. analyzed the dynamics of 
the Israeli fluoridation debate. The authors coined the term “uncertainty bias” to describe the 
heavy handed misrepresentation of scientific and historical facts by Israeli authorities. This 
analysis is consistent with social scientist Prof. Brian Martin’s broader studies on the politics and 
polarization of scientific controversy that include fluoridation. I suggest that all these terms apply 
to the ongoing fluoridation battles on local, regional and national stages, but more so to the 
culture of fluoridation proponents and policy makers than that of opponents and public opinion.

Ms. Chase’s complaints about a lack of resources for public health are inconsistent with the 
previous information she presents about the creation and funding of pro-fluoridation groups, as 
well as the recent boast by the president of the New York chapter of the American Dental 
Association (ADA) that the ADA alone spent $10m on fluoridation promotion in 2015. We know 
that at least $500k was just on 2015 social media promotion. The formation of the American 
Fluoridation Society (AFS) is a result of the advocacy troll effort orchestrated by Pew Charitable 
Trusts that is referred to as the Rapid Response Team (RRT). By forming a non-profit, the AFS 
has monetized their efforts. According to another online boast, the AFS  had at least one $50k 
donation from an oral health coalition. Corporate vested interests also bankroll advocacy. 

In regards to the organized and chilling effect of the RRT, I posted a comment to a letter to the 
editor on my local Gloucester paper on Easter Sunday afternoon 2015 where I outed a rather  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vitriolic commenter as an out of state member of the Pew sponsored RRT, and mentioned that 
he had “made the papers” in his home state of Oregon. My comment was misinterpreted by him 
as my claiming ethical charges had been filed against him. Within minutes on that Easter 
afternoon, there were social media trolls from Florida, Canada, Colorado, North Carolina, and 
even Australia on my local Massachusetts paper attacking me and threatening me with libel 
lawsuits. I only know where they are from because I dug into their online identities. To the 
casual reader of the newspaper, this type of “rapid response” serves not only to misrepresent 
local community opinion on the topic, but also to silence any local who is considering speaking 
out in support of opposition science and arguments. Yet, it provided an eye-opening glimpse into 
the reach of the organized bullying efforts of those associated with the oral health coalitions. 

As to resources and assets, Pew Charitable Trust, the ADA and oral health coalitions dispatch 
specialists to towns to train dentists. Per the 2015 CDHP report,  Pew recommends fluoride 
proponents insert “outrage and anger” into real world and social media conversation. Coalitions 
coach local fluoridationists in the use of ploys in lieu of science. I heard from several attendees 
at the Gloucester training provided by BOHMAC that fluoridationist Myron Allukian, DDS 
demonstrated pounding on the table and declaring that he shouldn’t have to argue the benefit 
and safety of fluoridation any more than he should have to debate the fact that the table is flat. 
He instructed the dentists and BOH members in attendance do the same table pounding routine 
in order to shut down conversations with anyone who mentions science documenting harm.

Matt Jacob who is based out of Washington DC was also in Gloucester for that Cape Ann 
“framing” training. He is the marketing guru who has built his 20+ year career in fluoridation 
promotion. He built that “Toolkit” mentioned by Ms. Chase and I understand provides sample 
comments for the RRT in Pew presentations, online, and at Dental Conferences. I’m attaching 
items on the lobbying expenditures in the end notes and other documentation of monies spent 
to intimidate local opposition. Despite Ms. Chase’s cries of underfunding, fluoridation promotion 
has become a profitable industry for some, including Mr. Jacob, Dr. Allukian and some retired 
and semi-retired dental trolls who have found a way of monetizing their hobby. 

I believe the bulk of the Fluoride Action Network 
(FAN) budget is generated from their annual fund 
raising efforts that net approximately $150k. FAN 
was founded by a distinguished retired chemistry 
professor. Fluoridationists target FAN, casting it in 
the role of deceiver while FAN primarily serves as 
an honest distribution channel for fluoride related 
science and fluoridation policy. 

On the other hand, Ms. Chase casts fluoridationist 
as the white hats, writing that, “In Massachusetts 
the Better Oral Health for Massachusetts Coalition 
collaborates directly with the MassDPH’s Office of 
Oral Health to monitor fluoride activity throughout 
the state, and find funding for organized efforts.” I 
can testify that my repeated efforts as a citizen of 
Massachusetts to engage the MassDPH have 
been met with silence. When I reached out to the MA Attorney General’s office on this matter, 
their response was a veiled threat that they recognize the DPH as their client and the expert on 
fluoridation and that the AG’s office is uninterested in any science, testimony of harm, or 
environmental justice arguments but would instead aggressively defend the DPH if necessary.

 “… the Department of Health’s 
objectivity is questionable – it funded 
the British Fluoridation Society and, 
along with many other supporters of 
fluoridation, it used the York Review’s 
findings selectively to give an 
overoptimistic assessment of the 
evidence in favour of fluoridation.” 

- Prof. Trevor Sheldon, chair of Advisory 
Board for 2000 York Review  (2007) 

“This study does not support the use of 
fluoride in drinking water.” 

- Dr. Thomas Zoeller, U Mass scientist 
commenting on 2015 Cochrane Review
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Nowhere in her thesis does Ms. Chase mention opposition science that has both documented 
adverse health effects and called into question the veracity of the pro-F statements of benefit. 
As a matter of fact, both the 2000 York and 2015 Cochrane international reviews of pro-
fluoridation literature found them to be poor quality, at high risk of bias, without any evidence of 
safety, and with conclusions of benefit not supported by the evidence. Those same charges 
were first  leveled in the 1950s by dental researcher, Dr. Philip R. N. Sutton. Moreover, the 
current “science” being manufactured to support fluoridation is also subject to the same charges 
of manipulation of datasets, data falsification, and conclusions inconsistent with the evidence. 

Ms. Chase does not mention that EPA scientists have vigorously opposed fluoridation policy for 
decades, even though EPA management restricts agency involvement to enforcing contaminant 
levels. In 2006, that contaminant level of 4 ppm was judged as unsafe in 2006 by a National 
Academy of Sciences/National Research Council. Moreover, in 2005 eleven EPA unions 
representing 7,000 EPA scientists, lab workers and lawyers wrote a letter to EPA management 
recommending a maximum contaminant level goal (MCLG) for fluoride of zero, i.e. 0 ppm. 

Nor does Ms. Chase’s thesis explain that the 1940s worst case scenario of an adverse 
population impact was predicted to be that a maximum of 10% of the population might have 
very mild to mild dental fluorosis, i.e. faint white stains on fewer than 25% of their teeth. In fact, 
according to a 2010 CDC report, approximately half of all American adolescents have some 
form of dental fluorosis, and approximately 4% have moderate to severe fluorosis affecting 
between 50-100% of their teeth which includes yellow and brown stains, pitting and flaking 
enamel. Neither does she mention that f-opposition is quite vocal about the Environmental 
Injustice of fluoridation as the prevalence and severity of dental fluorosis is twice as high in non-
white populations due to genetics and in poor populations due to malnutrition. That these same 
populations also have higher rates of diabetes which suggests increased water consumption 
and higher rates of kidney disease which predicts less efficient elimination of fluoride further 
disproportionately compromises the health of African Americans, Latinos and Indigenous 
Peoples. This intentional oversight by pro-fluoridation organizations is a strategic ploy to garner 
endorsements to ‘reduce socioeconomic disparities,’ a disingenuous claim without merit.

Another oversight is failure to mention the National 
Toxicology Program’s (NTP) ongoing investigation 
into the neurotoxicity of fluoridation. Dr. Kristina 
Thayer, NIEHS and Deputy Division Director for 
Analysis NTP Office of Health Assessment and 
Translation (OHAT) presented at an excellent 
meeting on July 16, 2016 to discuss some of the 
preliminary findings of NTP animal studies that 
acknowledged current fluoridation levels may be 
cause for concern. Although Ms. Chase would not 
have had access to that specific data at the time of 
her thesis submission, the neurotoxicity studies that 
include a hundred or more animal, in vitro, and 
ecologic studies dating back to 1995 which she so 
cavalierly dismissed are quite significant and 
consistent evidence that exposure to fluoridation chemicals in utero, infancy or early childhood 
can and do have an adverse impact on brain development.  

Before I address the misrepresentations and omissions in the section on Gloucester, I’d like to 
further identify myself and my involvement. Although at one point I attended a few CAFAN 
meetings, that group was not a good fit for me. Neither of us regard me as a member.  

 “There are numerous mechanisms 
by which uncontrolled dosing of 
fluorides through water fluoridation 
can potentially harm thyroid function, 
the body and the brain. …. I support 
federal investigative hearings looking 
into why our cities and towns are 
allowed to continue to add fluoride to 
public water sources and why the 
whole story about fluorides is only 
just now coming out.”  
- Dr. Mark Hyman MD, medical 
correspondent, scholar, author (2016)
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That’s not to say I don’t know some of these people and talk to them on occasion. The same 
holds true for CAFAN and FAN. They are not really connected, although FAN makes assets 
available for free and CAFAN uses them, just like the volunteer Rapid Responders use the 
publicly available Toolkit created by paid fluoridation lobbyist and marketing expert, Matt Jacob. 
Sadly, fluoridation opponents neither have that quality of material nor the “media packets” the 
pro-fluoridation lobby provides local newspapers according to their “pro-active” game plan. 

As to my involvement as an activist, it is personal. I became seriously ill during my second 
pregnancy in 1981 and almost lost my child. My illness continued after I gave birth. It was 
marked by rashes, hives, fatigue, and gastrointestinal problems resulting in drastic weight loss. 
Both my children were also plagued by rashes and gastrointestinal problems. It took me awhile, 
but I finally realized there was something in the water making us ill. My local doctor yelled at me 
when I asked if it might be something in the water. A subsequent out-of town doctor said there 
were so many chemicals in the water it could be anything and just told me to use spring water 
for everything. Ten years later I switched to filtered water. The bleeding eczema did not return, 
but my 10 year old had a scary period of weight loss and ill health that brought us to Boston 
Children’s Hospital concurrent with the installation of that high quality water filter and my 
diagnosis of “chronic Lyme Disease.”  Again, doctors prepared me to lose my son. My son  
eventually recovered but never did like to drink water. Additionally, although quite smart, my son 
has a learning disability consistent with those described in the animal studies of in utero 
exposure. 

In 2014, my “chronic Lyme” hobbled me and I was having kidney and liver problems. Nine days 
after being assiduously strict in my avoidance of fluoride, even using spring water to brush my 
teeth, my arthritis of 23 years disappeared. My kidney and liver trouble also disappeared. Even 
my painfully dry gums cleared up. I had given up drugstore toothpastes decades earlier 
because they gave me mouth sores. I’ve since found scientific documentation of all of my 
symptoms going back to the 1950s, including a Public Health Service controlled dose study of 
pregnant women and children. The city started fluoridating July 1, 1981 during my pregnancy. I 
remember being quite ill at an event that 4th of July 
weekend which I marked that as the beginning of my 
decades long illness. I couldn’t be angrier.  My doctor 
knew in late 1982 that the “bruises” I was showing 
him were a distinctive autoimmune reaction, a hive 
caused by fluoride poisoning called Chizzola 
maculae. Otherwise, he wouldn’t have yelled at me 
and said “who put you up to this” when I tried to get 
him to examine my lesions and asked if the water 
could be making me ill. He was the head of the BOH 
who ordered fluoride into the water. Incredibly, I still 
did not fully realize the extent of my family’s 
sensitivity to fluoride or that there are millions like me 
until 2014. Like everyone, I wanted to believe my doctor and other “experts” who reassured us 
our water was safe and healthy and that my family was just uniquely allergic to many foods. 

This self-delusion that we can trust our doctors, scientists and health agencies is in fact the 
more typical public response to official proclamations, not skepticism. Yale University 
psychologist Stanley Milgram proved this universal obedience to authority tendency decades 
ago in an experiment that has been reproduced many times in psychology laboratories, in 
television hidden camera skits, and in the manipulation of public opinion by advocacy groups as 
advised in the Engineering of Consent by Edward Bernays, aka the father of propaganda. This 
is why fluoridation proponents are trained to aggressively cite endorsements as “proof”  

"Ironically, the “antis,” who are usually 
portrayed as unscientific, often act 
more scientifically in the debate.... By 
contrast, the political profluoridation 
stance has evolved in to a dogmatic, 
authoritarian, essentially antiscientific 
posture, one that discourages open 
debate of scientific issues." 
- Dr. Edward Groth, III (1991)
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and assign expert status to those who support fluoridation while ignoring or denigrating any who 
oppose fluoridation. Similarly, advocates routinely belittle or attack research that is inconsistent 
with their agenda. This is in fact what happens in communities debating fluoridation policy. The 
proactive stance of the fluoridationists is a combination of appeals to authority and bullying 
tactics. 

In regards to the errors and omissions in the thesis specific to Gloucester: 

1. The fluoride opposition organization goes by the acronym CAFAN, not Cape FAN  

2. CAFAN is comprised of both Rockport and Gloucester residents as we share the same 
newspaper. It would have been more appropriate to have addressed the opposition as Cape 
Ann as the battles were mirror images and involved the same participants, albeit Rockport 
voted in May 2015 and Gloucester in November 2015  

3. Neither the Gloucester nor Rockport pro-fluoridation panels hosted by their respective 
Boards of Health in the week prior to each election included opposition participants nor 
truthfully addressed opposition stances, instead using inaccurate “straw man fallacies” to 
sway their audiences. The head of the Gloucester BOH and a local dental panelist went so 
far as to say it would cost millions to remove fluoride from the water when opposition was 
only asking for an end to supplementation. Rather than educating the public, these are 
textbook examples of disinformation consistent with propaganda and agnotology 

4. The Rockport pro-fluoridation panel did not answer any of the questions on index cards 
submitted by opposition, but instead made sweeping statements in the last few minutes like 
“we have a few questions here on kidneys, can the panel comment” and then announced 
they were out of time and ended the event (ed. 9/8/16 KS) 

5. Those pro-fluoridation panels were aired live and repeatedly while the opposition event was 
only aired at 6 PM on Halloween night and I believe one other time. The head of the 
Gloucester BOH is a long time active member of the local access cable station (CATV). 
Given his aggressive pro-fluoridation public behavior, I suspect he used his position to 
suppress opposition voice at CATV  

6. That local station repeatedly aired the monthly “Skeptics Meeting” chaired by the Gloucester 
BOH director, where he and his cohort ridiculed f-opposition by innuendo and the facetious 
use of an online story about pit bulls. He also disparaged a report in a scientific journal listed 
in PubMed as being published by an organization with headquarters in Cairo and New York 
City by implying that anything out of Cairo should be suspect. He failed to mention the 
international publisher’s New York City headquarters  

7. Our newspaper was pro-fluoridation and held back the letter from 2006 NRC panelist,  
Dr. Hardy Limeback, for about 2 weeks. They finally printed it with dozens of other 
opposition letters in a  “web-only” section the last day of comments before the referendum 
vote while printing pro-fluoridation editorials, letters and a prominent and misleading guest 
column from a local dentist in the paper version the entire week preceding the election 

8. Letters from opponents were not printed for weeks, until after protests of why not and 
resubmissions from authors; one from my cousin printed the day after the Rockport election 
even though it had been submitted 3 weeks earlier. Some letters were never printed  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9. Opponent letters were also edited unfairly, with key sentences citing science cut and 
statements of opinion softened with the insertion of “I believe” while pro-F letters with 
outrageous claims and conjectures were allowed to stand without any equivocation  

10. The week preceding both elections also saw multi-day full page advertisements denigrating 
“anti-public health conspiracy theorists,” citing “bogus attacks” and providing a 1950s 
cartoon of how fluoride needs to be incorporated into the growing teeth of children to be 
effective above a CDC quote and logo. The incorporation theory was the 1940s medical 
hypothesis that formed the basis of the fluoridation policy. Many doctors and chemists refer 
to this theory as a “malignant medical myth.”  It was discarded by the CDC in 1999.

This brings us back to agnotology. It’s not the opponents of fluoridation, derisively referred to as 
the “antis” or “FOs” by the fluoridationists, who are representative of an ignorant and anti-public 
health culture. It is those whose prestige or paychecks depend on backing fluoridation policy 
and in so doing ignore, belittle and besmirch science and testimony that does not fit in with their 
pro-fluoride belief system who exemplify agnotology.  

It is the fluoridationists who commit out and out fraud 
in their manufacture of poorly designed studies that 
leave out key datasets and of badly biased reports, 
opinion statements and theses with errors of fact and 
omission. It is they who are self-delusional, using 
their access to power to marginalize the public. It is 
they who create unscientific and misleading 
marketing literature they tout as science. It is they 
who engage in scientific misconduct through their 
manipulation of facts and meritless endorsements. It 
is they who protect their paychecks by their willful 
blindness to an unethical policy that wreaks acute 
harm on approximately 15% of the population who 
due to either genetic or acquired intolerance can not 
safely drink or bathe in fluoridated water. It is fluoridation proponents who peddle fear by 
circulating ghastly photos of rotten teeth while predicting a dental Armageddon without 
community water fluoridation programs. It is the fluoridation proponents, whether well meaning 
and naive shills or sociopathic players, who in their arrogant advocacy for an ill-conceived policy 
based on a dental myth expose infants in the womb, young children, the elderly, and those in 
fragile health to a poisonous endocrine disruptor and inflammatory drug that bioaccumulates in 
brains, bodies and bones. 

Respectfully, 

Karen Spencer
About: Currently a consultant working with software development teams, I am a former analyst and project leader. I 
am adept at conducting research and analyzing trends. My special interests include critical thinking, data-driven 
decision making, and organizational theory. I hold a Masters from Lesley University.  

encl: Fluoridation promotion on Cape Ann (6 items) 

cc:  Sen. Ed Markey, Sen. Elizabeth Warren, Sen Elizabeth Bye, Rep. Seth Moulton, Sen. Bruce Tarr, 
Rep. Ann-Margaret Ferrante, Rep. Donald Wong, FAN, Moms Against Fluoridation, and Digital Commons 
Network at bepressir@bepress.com  & Salem State contact justin.snow2@salemstate.edu  

“Fluoride toxicity symptoms are 
threatening to steal away the golden 
years of the 'baby boomers,’ the first 
generation to be experimental 
subjects to lifelong water 
fluoridation.” 

- Susan Kanen, chemist formerly with 
Army Corps of Engineers, 
Washington Aqueduct, water 
treatment plant for Washington, DC, 
whistleblower on lead in drinking 
water (2015)
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END NOTES 

Sampling of  Recent Publications & Discussion:   

Anat Gesser-Edelsburg & Yaffa Shir-Raz (2016): Communicating risk for issues that involve ‘uncertainty 
bias’: what can the Israeli case of water fluoridation teach us?, Journal of Risk Research, DOI: 
10.1080/13669877.2016.1215343 http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13669877.2016.1215343 

Fluoride: a risk factor for inflammatory bowel disease? Follin-Arbelet B, Moum B. Scand J Gastroenterol. 
2016 May 19:1-6. [Epub ahead of print] http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/27199224

I. Gutowskaa, et al. Fluoride as a factor initiating and potentiating inflammation in THP1 differentiated 
monocytes/macrophages. Toxicology in Vitro. Volume 29, Issue 7, October 2015, Pages 1661–1668.  
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0887233315001605  

Chronic fluoride exposure-induced testicular toxicity is associated with inflammatory response in mice. 
Ruifen Weia, Guangying Luoa,  Zilong Suna, Shaolin Wangc,  Jundong Wanga. Chemosphere. Volume 
153, June 2016, Pages 419–425. http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0045653516303514  

Timing of Environmental Exposures as a Critical Element in Breast Cancer Risk. Suzanne E. Fenton and 
Linda S. Birnbaum. J of Clinical Endocrinology & Metabolism. 2015 Sep;100(9):3245-50. doi: 10.1210/jc.
2015-2848. Epub 2015 Jul 27. http://press.endocrine.org/doi/abs/10.1210/jc.2015-2848
• Note: Although not fluoride specific, fluoride is a known endocrine disruptor and therefore applies. 

A Malin and C Till. Exposure to fluoridated water and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder prevalence. 
Environmental Health 2015, 14:17. http://www.ehjournal.net/content/14/1/17/abstract 

Calgary Fluoride Study Fatally Flawed; Key Data Omitted. Fluoride Action Network. 25 Feb 2016. http://
www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/calgary-fluoride-study-fatally-flawed-key-data-
omitted-300226151.html  

National Toxicology Program expert phone conference  with FAN on NTP preliminary animal study 
findings of fluoride neurotoxicity. July 15. 2016. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9GaAcLG5_qE 

Recent Aggregations of Analysis with Scientific Citations: 

11 Feb 2016 letter to the American Thyroid Association from Richard Shames, MD, et al.  
 http://www.ehcd.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/2016_02_11_ATALtrCWF.pdf 

27 April 2016 letter to the National Governors Association from consumer advocate Erin Brockovich, 
water specialist Robert Bowcock, and “elite” whistleblower attorney Michael D. Kohn. 
http://momsagainstfluoridation.org/national-governors-letter-nga 
 
IAOMT Policy position on ingested fluoride and fluoridation. International Academy of Oral Medicine and 
Toxicology. 2015. https://iaomt.org/iaomt-position-fluoridation/  

23 June 2014 Peel Canada legal memo and scientific affidavit of 2006 NRC panelist, Dr. Kathleen 
Thiessen regarding pending lawsuit on disproportionate harm to susceptible populations.  
http://momsagainstfluoridation.org/sites/default/files/Fluoridation-Legal-Opinion-June-24-14.pdf  

Fluoride, Chloramine & Lead: bad for people, pipes, and planet! 30 April 2016.  
http://momsagainstfluoridation.org/sites/default/files/pdf-documents/FluorideChloramineLead_2_2.pdf

Rita Barnett-Rose. Compulsory Water Fluoridation: Justifiable Public Health Benefit or Human 
Experimental Research Without Informed Consent?, 39 Wm. & Mary Envtl. L. & Pol'y Rev. 201 (2014). 
http://works.bepress.com/rita_barnett/3/    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Funding & Advocacy

CDHP. Fluoridation Advocacy: Pew’s Contributions and Lessons that Emerge. Children’s Dental Health 
Project. July 2015. 
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/cdhp-fluoridation/CDHP_FlouridationAdvocacyReport_FINAL.pdf  
• Matt Jacob biography: https://www.cdhp.org/team/matt  

Community Water Fluoridation Brief Highlights and Lessons Learned from 2014. DentaQuest Foundation. 
Harder+Company Community Research. March 2015.  
http://www.astdd.org/docs/community-water-fluoridation-lessons-learned-2015.pdf 

Resolution OKs social media campaign for fluoridation. Stacy Crozier. ADA News. December 08, 2014 
http://www.ada.org/en/publications/ada-news/2014-archive/december/resolution-oks-social-media-
campaign-for-fluoridation 

American Dental Association Lobbying Dollars. Center for Responsive Politics.   
https://www.opensecrets.org/lobby/clientsum.php?id=D000000105 

Fluoridation: Follow the Money. Carol S. Kopf. Fluoride Dangers. 13 Jan 2014. 
http://fluoridedangers.blogspot.com/2014/01/fluoridation-follow-money-by-carol-s.html

Cheng KK, Chalmers I, Sheldon TA. Adding fluoride to water supplies. BMJ : British Medical Journal. 
2007; 335(7622):699-702. doi:10.1136/bmj.39318.562951.BE.  
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2001050/ 

Scientific knowledge in controversy: the social dynamics of the fluoridation debate. Brian Martin with a 
commentary by Edward Groth, III. State University of New York Press. 1991.  
http://www.bmartin.cc/pubs/91skic.pdf  

Myths & Manipulation: Rockport’s non-binding election in Massachusetts. K Spencer, Z Seppala, R Cuilla, 
T Collins. Fluoride Action Network. 3 June 2015. http://fluoridealert.org/content/bulletin_06-03-15/

Astroturfing and the Manipulation of Media Message. Sharyll Attkisson. Ted Talk. 2015.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-bYAQ-ZZtEU 

Beware of newly formed, “The American Fluoridation Society.” Crescent City Times. 24 December 2015. 
http://www.crescentcitytimes.com/?p=13885 

Fluoride Action Network fundraising: http://fluoridealert.org/content/2016-fundraiser/ 

A few older science items: 

Fluoride: an adjuvant for mucosal and systemic immunity. Butler JE, Satam M, Ekstrand J. Immunol Lett. 
1990 Dec;26(3):217-20. PMID: 1707853. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/1707853   

Fluoride augments the mitogenic and antigenic response of human blood lymphocytes in vitro. Loftenius 
A, Andersson B, Butler J, Ekstrand J. Caries Res. 1999;33(2):148-55. PMID: 9892783.  
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9892783  

Blood Clotting in Patients with Chizzola Maculae. Fluoride. 1977. vol.10:1. p 29-33.  
http://www.fluorideresearch.org/101/files/FJ1977_v10_n1_p001-044.pdf  

Mark Diesendorf. The Mystery of Declining Tooth Decay. Nature. 07/1986; 322(6075):125-9. 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/19639179_The_Mystery_of_Declining_Tooth_Decay  
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http://fluoridedangers.blogspot.com/2014/01/fluoridation-follow-money-by-carol-s.html
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2001050/
http://www.bmartin.cc/pubs/91skic.pdf
http://fluoridealert.org/content/bulletin_06-03-15/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-bYAQ-ZZtEU
http://www.crescentcitytimes.com/?p=13885
http://fluoridealert.org/content/2016-fundraiser/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/1707853
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9892783
http://www.fluorideresearch.org/101/files/FJ1977_v10_n1_p001-044.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/19639179_The_Mystery_of_Declining_Tooth_Decay


Philip R. N. Sutton. Fluoridation: Errors & Omissions in Experimental Trials. 2nd ed. Melbourne University 
Press. 1960.  

Philip R. N. Sutton. The Greatest Fraud: Fluoridation. 1996. ISBN 0949491128.  
• Chapter 10: http://www.fluoridation.com/sutton.htm 

Prenatal and postnatal ingestion of fluorides - Fourteen years of investigation - Final report. Reuben 
Feltman, D.D.S. and George Kosel, B.S., M.S. Journal of Dental Medicine 1961; 16: 190-99.  
• This longest and perhaps best study done on the impact of fluoride ingestion documented symptoms 

of eczema, vertigo, headaches, gastrointestinal illness, etc. In their progress report, the authors 
wrote: “It has been reported that cases of fluorine intoxication occur in persons with a history of 
allergy. It is emphasized that a lower threshold in tolerance to drugs in allergic patients must be 
reckoned with.”  (Feltman, Dental Digest. 1956). The dental researchers suggested more study was 
needed on the adverse effects that they had confirmed with double blind experiments, but the Public 
Health Service withdrew funding. http://fluoridealert.org/studies/hypersensitivity01/  

George L Waldbott MD, Albert W Burgstahler Ph.D, H. Lewis McKinney, Ph.D. Fluoridation: The Great 
Dilemma. Coronado Press. 1978 
• List of Symptoms: http://fluorideinformationaustralia.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/

flier_waldbott_symptoms_ftgd.pdf  
• Case Studies of Pre-Skeletal phase: http://www.fluoridation.com/waldbot.htm  

Louveau A, Smirnov I, Keyes TJ, Eccles JD, Rouhani SJ, Peske JD, Derecki NC, Castle D, Mandell JW, 
Lee KS, Harris TH, Kipnis J. Structural and functional features of central nervous system lymphatic 
vessels. Nature. 2015 Jul 16;523(7560):337-41. doi:10.1038/nature14432. Epub 2015 Jun 1.  
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26030524  
• Note: This is not fluoride specific, but rather documents that the CNS has an immune system subject 

to inflammation. This 2015 study suggests the mechanism by which fluoridation chemicals, which are 
inflammatory drugs and endocrine disruptors that impact immunological function, cause the 
neurological symptoms that accompany the more obvious rashes, gastrointestinal effects and arthritic 
symptoms of fluoride poisoning/intoxication.  

Grimbergen, G.W. A double blind test for determination of intolerance to fluoridated water. Preliminary 
report. Fluoride 1974. 7(3):146-152 
• 1993 Moolenburgh affidavit: https://fluorideinformationaustralia.wordpress.com/legal/affidavits/ 
• 2014 Moolenburgh interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jw3xbtS4vpM   

Mullenix PJ, Denbesten PK, Schunior A, Kernan WJ.. Neurotoxicity of sodium fluoride in rats. 
Neurotoxicology & Teratology. 1995 Mar-Apr;17(2):169-77. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/7760776  

F. Liu et al.. Fluoride exposure during development affects both cognition and emotion in mice. Physiology 
Behavior. 2014 Jan 30;124:1-7. doi: 10.1016/j.physbeh.2013.10.027.  
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24184405  

EPA scientists opposition:  
• 1985 Amicus Brief: http://www.fluoridation.com/epa1985.htm  
• 1999 EPA Position Statement: http://fluoridation.com/epa2.htm  
• 2001 Dr. Hirzy testimony to Congress: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ViNNIwmzTzI  
• 2005 Letter from EPA unions: http://mizar5.com/epafluoride8.html  

About 2006 NRC:  
• Dr. Robert Carton’s analysis of political manipulation: 

 http://www.fluorideresearch.org/393/files/FJ2006_v39_n3_p163-172.pdf  
• Dr. Kathleen Thiessen’s 2011 comments to EPA: 

 http://www.fluoridealert.org/wp-content/uploads/thiessen.4-19-11.pdf  
• Dr. Hardy Limeback’s letter to UK's South Central Strategic Health Authority: 

 http://www.eidon.com/dr-hardy-limeback.html  
• Dr. Robert Isaacson on fluoridation:  

• Scientific position: http://bingweb.binghamton.edu/~isaacson/fluoride.html  
• Expert opinion: http://media.wix.com/ugd/81cfd5_91f15e53855f4380bc609c7155f3d80a.pdf  
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VOTE Tuesday, November 3rd
Keep Gloucester Fluoridated

DON’T LET FEAR-MONGERS AND ANTI-PUBLIC
HEALTH CONSPIRACY THEORISTS
TAKE AWAY YOUR PUBLIC HEALTH

INFRASTRUCTURE. FLUORIDE IN DRINKING
WATER HELPS KIDS FORM STRONG TEETH

WHILE THEY ARE DEVELOPING.

Come out and vote.

Sources below:
http://www.cdc.gov/fluoridation/factsheets/cost.htm

http://www.wda.org/wp_super_faq/how-much-does-community-water-fluoridation-cost

keeptheflo.org

Bogus attacks on water fluoridation, like the bad science attacks
on vaccines are taking public health backwards.

70 years of research from private and public institutions
have shown Fluoridation is Safe and Effective.

Fluoride in drinking water saves Gloucester
residents an ADDITIONAL $380,000 in

dental care costs BEYOND what toothpaste
and flossing can save, annually!

We can TRUST the recommendations of the American Medical
Association, American Academy of Pediatrics, American Nurses
Association, American Public Health Association, American

Dental Association, CDC, and over a hundred of other national and
international organizations promoting water fluoridation.

WATER FLUORIDATION BENEFITS EVERYONE:
children forming teeth, adults, disabled and autistic citizens, cancer patients..etc

For every dollar spent on fluoridation, it saves $38 in preventable treatment costs. For
Gloucester, that translates to $38x$10,000 in savings: $380,000 in treatments costs.

Paid Political Advertisement Paid Political Advertisement Paid Political Advertisement

Ad paid for by
Sam A. Merabi, DMD, MPH adjunct instructor Harvard School of Dental Medicine

William Bebrin, DMD, DMSc - Gloucester Orthodontist

Build a better foundation for healthy teeth and

keep your teeth stronger, longer. Fluoride in water.

70 years and going strong. At a faucet near you.

Visit www.CDC.gov/Fluoridation for more information.
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To the editor:
The Gloucester and Rockport

boards of health should be com-
mended for the leadership role
they have taken supporting
community fluoridation for the
citizens of Cape Ann. It would be
wrong to reverse one of top pub-
lic health measures of the 20th
century with its proven record
of preventing tooth decay. Like
the vaccination of our children,
fluoridation is an important pub-
lic health measure which should
continue. 

As a dental professional for 32
years, and an orthodontist and
resident of Gloucester for nearly
20 years it has been abundantly
clear to me that fluoride prevents
tooth decay and is safe. Besides
myself, my family, my friends, my
neighbors and my patients drink
our public water. If I perceived any
danger drinking Gloucester’s fluo-
ridated water I would be the first
to stand up and speak out against
the practice.

Our public water as it comes
directly out of the city’s wells and
quarries pre-supplementation,
as well as our ocean water, con-
tains substantial concentrations
of fluoride, albeit in the former
case not at levels high enough for
adequate cavity prevention. When
listening to the anti-fluoridation’s

rhetoric one must remember that
to remove this natural occurring
fluoride, which they claim is toxic,
would require the expenditure
millions of taxpayer dollars. 

It has been my clinical experi-
ence that the vast majority of my
patients have little or no cavi-
ties, which can be attributed to
Gloucester’s fluoridated water. If
you ask dentists who practiced
on Cape Ann pre-fluoridation,
they will typically tell you that
unlike today, the decay amongst
children was common prior to
fluoridation. As a dental student
at UConn, I was able to see first-
hand the relationship between
fluoride water concentrations
and decay. We would test the
fluoride content of well water
for our pediatric patients. It was
evident, that without supplemen-
tation, that those drinking well
water with low fluoride content
had more cavities than those who
drank well water that approxi-
mated the fluoride content found

in Gloucester’s fluoridated water
supply.

My second observation concerns
the much ballyhooed topic of
fluorosis, frequently brought up
by the fluoride naysayers. Hav-
ing practiced in Gloucester for
nearly two decades, I will go on
record as saying that the presence
of noticeable fluorotic lesions is
all but non-existent here. If you
doubt this, look at your family’s or
neighbors’ teeth. You are unlikely
to see any tooth lesions or blem-
ishes, let alone ones caused by
fluoridation.

Fluoridation provides additional
benefits to orthodontic patients, a
small but significant minority of
whom develop decay-related white
spots around their braces. These
are the earliest stages of cavity
formation and are permanent
alterations of the teeth. It can be
expected given the etiology of this
disorder that discontinuing fluo-
ridation would increase the inci-
dence of these unsightly lesions. 

It is understandable that not
everyone has the time or inclina-
tion to read the seminal papers on
fluoridation. If you cannot, I sug-
gest trusting the same healthcare
providers and organizations that
you’ve trusted with other aspects
of your wellness. These include
your board of health, your physi-
cians, your dentists, your nurses
and numerous national healthcare
organizations. 

If you have been alarmed by
the reckless and unsubstantiated
conspiracy claims of the anti-
fluoride naysayers, the claims of
a 70-year long collusion between
the fluoride industry and the
medical, dental, and public health
professions to hide the truth about
fluoridation’s risks and its effi-
cacy, you should ask yourself the
following:

Is it really believable that
there have never been enough
ethical people in any of our mul-
titude of national health orga-
nizations to have any of these

organizations come out publicly
against community fluoridation?
Furthermore, why is it that none
of the investigative news orga-
nizations such as the New York
Times, the Washington Post, 60
Minutes, or 20/20 have come out
against fluoridation or reported
on the conspiracy? In fact just
the opposite, the Gloucester
Daily Times, the Boston Globe,
and National Geographic all
have recently come out in favor
of fluoridation.

So when considering how to
vote on Nov. 3, I suggest listen-
ing to the committed and learned
people to whom you have previ-
ously entrusted your health care
and who have the credentials to
advise you, rather than the con-
spiracy theorists, whose leaders
are a sculptor, a bookkeeper, and
a woman who is convinced that
Rockport’s fluoridated water gave
her dog cancer. Their pamphlets
and websites are filled with flawed
science, misrepresented science
and just bad science. As educa-
tional materials they are the liter-
ary equivalent of snake oil, so let
the buyer beware.

So please listen to your health
care professionals and boards of
health and support the continued
fluoridation of our public water
supply so we can have healthier
teeth and smiles into our old age.

William R. Bebrin, DMD, DMSc,
is a resident of Gloucester.

Trust your healthcare professionals on fluoridation
William R. Bebrin
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To the editor:
I am no longer running

against Scott Memhard
for Ward 1 city councilor.
Instead, I am excited to be
voting for him. Here are the
reasons why.

As a businessman running
a marine-related industry,
Scott is very much in touch
with current issues facing
Gloucester’s dynamic work-
ing waterfront.

In my interactions with

Scott during our short cam-
paign, I was most impressed
with his genuine grace and
diplomacy -- skills and assets
that I know will serve him
well as our next Ward 1 city
councilor.

Most importantly, Scott
is squarely focused on
Gloucester’s future, while
preserving our heritage.
Although not an elected
official, Scott has been
actively participating in

the community hearing
process to create an Atlan-
tic Overlay Scenic District
to preserve our treasured
Back Shore.

I ask those Ward 1 resi-
dents who supported me in
the preliminary election to
vote for Scott Memhard on
Nov. 3.

REBECCA BORDEN, FORMER
WARD 1 CANDIDATE.
REBECCA BORDEN

Gloucester

Memhard focused on city’s future

To the editor:
I wonder if Doug Hill has

ever spent time with Paul
McGeary? If he had, he would
never use the word “King”
to describe Paul, as he did
in his recent letter. I have
known Paul and his family
for nearly 30 years. His son
and my daughter became fast
friends in preschool and their
relationship and our relation-
ship with Paul and his family
continues today.

Paul listens and supports
neighborhood issues. If
elected, he plans to create
neighborhood councils so
that every neighborhood’s
unique voice is heard in City
Hall. He has been a staunch
supporter of our efforts to

save Niles Pond. Paul is pro-
active to be sure he is both
well informed of current
project status and also how
he might assist our efforts.

Paul is passionate about
Gloucester, which is demon-
strated by his six years as
city councilor, council presi-
dent and by his member-
ship in the council’s Budget
and Finance Committee, the
Harbor Plan Committee, the
Climate Change Committee,
and the Healthy Gloucester
Collaborative. We all have
different ways to demon-
strate passion. Paul’s way is
to listen to residents, to ask
questions to become fully
informed and then act to sup-
port neighborhoods and for

what he believes is best for
Gloucester. Paul has integrity
… unusual for those seeking
election these days.

W h e n I m o v e d t o
Gloucester in 1977, I quickly
realized what we all know …
that Gloucester is unique in
that all neighborhoods have
distinct characteristics and
requirements. So many of
us say we are from Magno-
lia, Lanesville, Bay View or
East Gloucester … we are all
proud of our local communi-
ties and Gloucester. Paul gets
that distinction and he has
the capacity and tempera-
ment to understand and sup-
port all of us.

BETTY DAVIS
Gloucester

McGeary the right choice for city’s
neighborhoods

To the editor:
Sefatia Romeo Theken

has earned my respect and
support in her bid to be our
mayor.

As a rookie city councilor,
Sefatia always could be
counted on to bring the voice
of the people to City Hall.
During the last 14 years,
with intellect, ability to ask
questions and to listen, she
developed the skills needed
to be a successful mayor.
What a communicator! She
keeps us informed about
events, making our lives eas-
ier and more productive. She
loves the city, is enthusiastic,
open minded, resourceful,
interested in feedback and
ideas, flexible and adapt-
able. Sefatia has demon-
strated the ability to build
consensus and bring the
city together. Her staff works
collectively and employees
know they are appreciated.
In the last 10 months, the
city has changed, it feels
alive, and people are smiling.
How refreshing. 

To be effective in working

for our fishermen and in
health care, Sefatia devel-
oped advocacy and nego-
tiation skills. People “across
the bridge” recognize her.
Congressmen, senators, and
state officials listen when
she speaks. Her solid rela-
tionship with decision mak-
ers on both sides of the aisle
benefits the city. The latest
example is a $550,000 federal
grant that will help in the
creation of 150 jobs at Black-
burn Industrial Park.

City finances are compli-
cated and require vigilance.
I served as chair of the Coun-
cil’s Budget and Finance
Committee and while infor-
mative, the committee func-
tions within the bounds of
legislative oversight. It is
not equivalent to having to
prepare a balanced budget,
have it passed by the coun-
cil and then deal with paying
expenses every day as Sefa-
tia has successfully done.
Her decision to use free cash
for paying off the expenses
incurred during last winter’s
storms is smart and bodes

well for the future financial
strength of our city.

She is improving the qual-
ity of life and civic partici-
pation with the online and
mobile program “See, Click,
and Fix” that encourages on
line requests for municipal
services. Working with Chief
Campanello, Gloucester is
receiving positive press for
the drug treatment “angel
program” lauded by many,
including presidential can-
didate Hillary Clinton.

Even while working 60
or 70 hours a week as our
mayor, she finds time to
deal with the rigors of a
campaign and to help her
seniors with their insur-
ance. Sefatia is a remark-
able woman, a caring
leader, and special friend
to hundreds of people.

We’re lucky to have an
outstanding public servant
excited about the opportu-
nity to serve as our mayor,
but for her to be elected she
needs your vote on Nov. 3.

CHRISTINE RASMUSSEN
Gloucester

Romeo Theken is the mayor we need
To the editor:

I find Val Gilman to be
a smart, attentive listener
with a zest to improve
Gloucester. Her accom-
plishments and work ethic
are evident from her three
tours on the Gloucester
School Committee, one as its
chair. Have you ever heard of
another city public servant
who sat at George’s (or any
location) a morning a week
to listen to constituents, as
she did when on the School
Committee?

Val is on the board of the
Annisquam Village Play-
ers, the organization that
produces a musical each
summer. I am close to that
organization and have
worked with Val. Val and
her son, Jared, have acted
in some of the plays. Val
is willing to take on virtu-
ally any task and quickly
accomplishes what needs to
be done. She is collaborative
and, above all else, she is cre-
ative and thoughtful in com-
ing to a speedy resolution of

whatever it is, and persua-
sive in attracting others to
help. Her follow through is
beyond compare.

Val exudes a respectful
attitude. She cares so deeply
about Gloucester, where she
has raised her family. Above
all she is a doer!

I cannot wait to cast my
ballot for Val for Ward 4
city councilor on Nov. 3 and
I encourage you to do so as
well.

JAYE WHITTIER
Gloucester

Gilman a doer and a listener

To the editor:
This is an open letter

to interim Mayor Sefatia
Romeo Theken:

Because this situation will
not go away in my mind, I
need to write this letter. In
my work, folks would some-
times call me with needy

situations and I would send
them to you, Sefatia, because
I had respect for you and
knew that you would be
able to help them when you
worked at Addison Gilbert
Hospital. I was sad when you
gave that work up. When
you took the interim job as

mayor you did so saying you
would not run for mayor in
the fall. I really felt that you
would not go back on your
word. I am saddened.

Why did you go back on
your word, Sefatia?

MARGE BISHOP
Gloucester

Mayor went back on her wordTo the editor:
I want a mayor who has

proven she has the skills
to educate decision makers
“across the bridge” about
our city and its needs. A
mayor with a proven ability
to secure federal and/or state
funds to help with the cre-
ation of jobs rather than look
to homeowners to subsidize

the process through their
taxes, as her opponent has
done with his support for the
water shift to the tax bills.

Team Sefatia has secured
$2.5 million in grants. That
is a huge amount of money
that is being used to improve
our city.

She has a proven track
record of delivering services

to the city. She has improved
morale throughout the city.
She makes us smile again.
She gives us hope.

Sefatia is Gloucester. She
knows our city and its needs
and we as a city need Sefatia
as our mayor. Please join me
in voting for her.

PAMELA TARANTINO
Gloucester

City is happier under interim mayor

Our public water as it comes directly out of the city’s wells and quarries pre-
supplementation, as well as our ocean water, contains substantial concentrations

of fluoride, albeit in the former case not at levels high enough for adequate
cavity prevention. When listening to the anti-fluoridation’s rhetoric one must
remember that to remove this natural occurring fluoride, which they claim
is toxic, would require the expenditure of millions of taxpayer dollars.
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